WE DO PROTECTIVE
SCREENS
PROTECTIVE SCREEN SOLUTIONS
Discussions and preparations are now being held to get UK businesses and office workers back
into the office when the Coronavirus lockdown measures are eased.
The modern office is going to have to adapt to ensure employees can maintain social distancing
guidelines and limit the risk of airborne germs between colleagues.

Desk mounted high screens & Desk division floor
standing screens
Protection on the surface and behind the desk to minimalise contact

Printed screen toppers & MFC desk division floor
standing screens
Choose from three biophilic designs to add some colour to the workplace

Free-standing 3-sided high screens - Fabric
Easy to install, sits on the desktop with no brackets required

Desk mounted high screens & Free-standing high
screens
Ensures users are separated but can maintain visual contact

Screen toppers
Supplied with universal brackets to fit all existing screens

Free-standing high screens with cutouts
Clear screens with letterbox-style cutouts to safely pass documents
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